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TESTIMONIAL
“At the beginning of this course, I had doubts about my
confidence in guiding a meditation. I expressed these
doubts to my Coach and was given so much support
and encouragement. By session 7 I was guiding
meditations for friends, without a script, and felt
completely at ease. Surrender to the process, trust your
intuition and you'll be amazed at where you land.”  
- Mel



Welcome to the Australian Centre for
Meditation and Mindfulness (ACMM)

ACMM is a National and International
Meditation Teacher Training College, here to
help you create a deeply fulfilling and
prosperous career as a Meditation Teacher.
 
Our courses are unique, stimulating and life-
enhancing with opportunities for both personal
and professional growth. 
To lead others, we must first start with ourselves.

All our courses are available online with face to face options in a highly refined format that
includes one on one Zoom coaching, written feedback and group sessions for all students. 
 
We pride ourselves on delivering high quality courses that are easy to access and understand
even if you haven’t studied for a while. Our courses are thorough, professionally delivered and
well researched with wide scope for further reading. You will enjoy a variety of learning tools
including extensive audios and videos and a focus on practical, hands on learning. 
 
Although this is primarily an online course, you have optional face to face training
opportunities through our Day Retreats and Weekend Retreats. At ACMM our coaches
wholeheartedly believe in their work. Work is a complete joy to us and this comes through in how
we interact with you. You will love the outstanding quality of support, care and
encouragement that you receive whilst studying with us. 
 
Our founder Lisa Forde has originated thorough, well rounded, accessible and easy to follow
programs that make learning and practising meditation enjoyable. It will be easy to look forward
to coming home to your meditations and course work each time you study. She has woven into
the course an authentic sense of magic and wonder that will light the inspiration flame and help
keep you motivated to the end. This training has evolved over 15 years to bring you
comprehensive and cutting-edge content and the highest standard available in value and
coaching. ACMM's style is practical, holistic, down to earth and non-denominational.
 
You are encouraged to blend your existing skills with new skills. You will feel nurtured to develop
a unique expression of your passion and purpose so that your career will be abundant,
productive and fulfilling.
 
Graduates enjoy automatic acceptance into professional associations such as IICT and
Meditation Australia (MA) and access to Insurance. In fact whilst you are a student of ACMM you
can enjoy student membership of MA to try out their support and resources at discounted
member rates.
 
Our wide range of specialised electives included in your course package enables you to
customize your study pathway to suit your needs and goals.
 
Read on… you will love it!
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CLICK BELOW TO READ REAL LIFE STORIES
ABOUT HOW OUR GRADUATES ARE LIVING THEIR DREAM AS 

MEDITATION TEACHERS!

Meet Mithun Meet Kate Meet Bronwyn

Meet Rachel Meet Tirrell

working with people with disabilities and
special needs
healing
massage therapies
naturopathic and nutrition clinics
reiki
art therapy
yoga teaching
pilates teaching
kinesiology
social work
support groups 
hospitals
cancer patients
drug and alcohol support
their equine therapy practice
nursing, doula and midwifery work
lunchtime sessions in the workplace
higher education and PhD studies
building their own meditation business that
works one on one, in groups, courses,
workshops and retreats.

Our students and graduates bring meditation to:

Career pathways

their psychology practice
the prison system
the police force
gyms, fitness and personal training
corporate wellbeing
life and wellness coaching
nutrition
pastoral care
schools and universities
integration aide work
psychiatry and psychotherapy
ease into retirement from otherwork
retreats both locally and overseas
creating podcasts and mp3recordings for
apps or online sales
their family and friends
their community
the health sector in government
working with the aged
childcare and kindergarten
airlines
their counselling practice
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https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/category/graduates/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/blog/highlighting-our-achs-graduates-kerryn-slater/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/blog/achs-graduate-meditation-teacher-frankston-south/
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https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/blog/meditation-teaching-graduate-bronwyn-buller/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/blog/highlighting-our-graduates-rachael-kable/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/blog/highlighting-our-graduates-tirrell-cherry/
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/blog/highlighting-our-graduates-tirrell-cherry/


The space is silent except for some gentle music and your voice.
You are leading a beautiful, captivating and uplifting guided meditation.
You feel the energy in the room, connected, peaceful.
You are leading your meditation class with your unique touch.
You provide an important and needed space for your participants to release stress.
Your meditation class is a place for reflection, relaxation, sharing, healing and support. A
place where people can come to connect with themselves and others and leave feeling
inspired and uplifted.

FREE yourself to imagine the possibilities:

You will be free to work your own hours
and be creative in your teaching practice. It
can be a regular guided meditation group, a
meditation course or even a themed
workshop. Your group or class can be a
wonderful way for participants to
experience connection, relaxation and the
uplifting gift of meditation.   Help yourself
and others at the same time.

Our courses enable you to qualify as a meditation and mindfulness facilitator and teacher with
various levels of professional accreditation. Step by gentle step you develop your
meditation skills and learn to guide participants to that still place within them from which
they can source strength. This kind of work feels so good, it doesn’t even feel like work.

Learn to lead and teach
meditation
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Would you like to hear a meditation
created by one of our students? 

This could be you!
Peace Mantra Meditation by Fariba

https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw
https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw
https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw
https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw
https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw
https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw
https://youtu.be/hONAWXwm-dw


TESTIMONIAL
“I learned so much about myself through the completion of
each unit, but also about the practice of meditation. This
course is not a dry 'how to meditate' or even 'how to teach
meditation' that focuses only on one point, but rather is a
radiant mix of opinions, thoughts, ideas and types of
meditation which, when combined, allow a student to
discover their own style of teaching that is unique, but
beneficial for everyone.”  - Juliana

Being able to  write your own
meditation scripts, conduct meditation
without a script and write your own
programs will give you flexibility, freedom
and creativity as well as allowing you to
be ready for any opportunity that comes
along.

You will have an infinite supply of ideas
and be able to customize meditations for
specific goals or issues e.g. corporate,

You will graduate with complete confidence in your ability to guide and
teach meditation.
 

What makes our courses
different?

relaxation, support groups, hospitals, community groups etc. These are skills   that cannot be
developed in a week or even a couple of months. That is why our courses are in depth and
more comprehensive than most, yet they are still amazing value.
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You will learn everything you need to teach and guide
meditation confidently. Our graduates excel in
their field and this is thanks to the breadth and
depth of the curriculum. Lisa has brought together
elements of psychology, science, holistic counselling,
inner work, breathing techniques, relaxation
techniques, visualization, sound meditation, moving
meditation, self-Inquiry, mindfulness and more as
well as the work of experts in the field to bring you a
comprehensive and practical curriculum.
 
What many students don’t expect is the level of
personal growth that results from the course. As well
as developing many skills, you will also engage in
deepening your personal meditation practice.   At
ACMM we love watching our students expand their
sense of who they are as they engage deeply with the
holistic nature of the course material.

Alongside the personal development, the group facilitation skills that we teach are specific to
teaching meditation and enable you to hold space for others in an authentic and present way.
This is what makes a great meditation teacher.



SAMPLE OUR COURSES TODAY!
We thought you might like to see some small excerpts from our 

session manuals. Click below to access!
 

Excerpt Session 1
Excerpt Session 8

 

Connect with other students and graduates in your area and around Australia in our private
students and graduates forum, our group mentoring sessions, free meditation nights and our
in person and online retreats. You will have all questions answered quickly from a very friendly
and likeminded group and you will feel part of a warm, vibrant and supportive community of
students and graduates.

ACMM offers specialized electives and qualifications that enable you to DIVE DEEP into the
areas you are most interested in. Read on to find out more.

The great thing about learning online is the flexibility. You can move through the course more
quickly if you have extra time or take it slowly if you are busy. We will work with you and keep
in touch. We have harnessed simple technology to make the online learning experience as
easy, personalized and interactive as possible.

Once you are enrolled you will be able to access FREE student membership of Meditation
Australia. This will give you access to lots of resources as well as discounted access to
Meditation Australia conferences and events.

Click to watch:
Student Interviews 
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Even if you haven’t studied for a while, this kind of
training is achievable and fun. We encourage you
to apply the learning to your own life first which
brings great depth to your study experience. Each
unit or elective involves approximately 20 hrs study
and is a mix of exercises that are very practical in
nature. At a minimum you would need 4-5 hrs a
week of study time. The more hours you put in the
quicker you progress.

https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/cms/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/example-Session-1-2019.pdf
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/cms/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/example-Session-8-2019.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vPgg_kbV_c&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pueuSr7uuE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TD8e9FL1vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vPgg_kbV_c&feature=youtu.be


Core Content and Key Study Areas: 

Sessions 1 - 3
In these introductory sessions you will learn
about the history of meditation and how it came
to the west, get to know the various meditation
traditions and delve into what science has been
able to tell us about the effects of meditation on
the brain.

You will get to understand how stress and
relaxation works on many levels, explore posture
and breathing anatomy and how to handle
thoughts and emotions in your meditation
practice. You will explore meditation and its
intricate relationship to lifestyle and develop and
deepen your own relationship with meditation and
mindfulness through your daily practice. 

Certificates in Guiding and
Teaching Meditation
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In  these first sessions you will be introduced  to a broad range of techniques, their philosophy and
application: 

Health meditation (relaxation), Contemplative practices, Creative visualization, Moving meditation,
Sound meditation and mantras, Breath work, Mindfulness Practices and much more.

Sessions 4-6
 
In Sessions 4-6 we take the range of meditation techniques that you have been introduced to in
sessions 1-3 and focus on the practicalities of teaching and guiding each technique one by one.

You will develop your skills at writing and guiding original guided meditations and focus on
appropriate language, delivery, voice and how to break down techniques in order to teach them as
well as delving into the unique features of each technique.

We will give you loads of guidance, information, practice and feedback to be able to confidently and
safely guide each type of meditation and mindfulness experience for others.

You will receive close guidance from your coach and work (online or in person) with other students
to complete sections of your work and practice your skills.



TESTIMONIAL
"This course was a good combination of theory
with lots of practise. I was impressed with the
depth and structure of the course and the high
quality of mentoring support. I highly
recommend it.” - Megan

Sessions 7 - 8
 
In sessions 7-8, we explore specific group
facilitation skills, in relation to supporting
the teaching of meditation and
mindfulness. 

We explore how to support students with
a range of issues that can arise when
learning to meditate, those with special
needs and how to effectively conduct
group discussions, activities and refer
students to other services. You will create
your own classes/program and explore 
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Certificates in Guiding and Teaching Meditation cont:

7

various formats for course delivery, including how to gauge which methods are working best for
your group. 

We prepare you to confidently and spontaneously deliver amazing meditations without a script
and ensure you are prepared to start teaching to a professional standard.

The whole journey through sessions 1-8 is practical, highly experiential and is a deep journey of
holistically embodying the course material by applying the learning to your own life first.

Assessment and Case Studies 
 
Once sessions 1-8 have been completed you will move onto the last stage of your course which is
your Assessment and Case Studies. 

Upon completing session 8 you will receive the Assessment Pack which has all the information and
instructions on the final stage of the course  



Electives are a key feature of our training at ACMM. Each is a deep dive into a specialist topic.
The electives are authored by coaches who are experienced practitioners in that area.
 
On your study pathway you can “choose your own adventure” by completing the Advanced
Certificate in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and Mindfulness, and creating a palette of
electives that suit your interests. 

When choosing your own electives the packages available are in groups of 3 electives or 6
electives.
 
You can add further electives to ANY course by purchasing them individually for $275.
 
If you prefer you can choose from one of our Advanced Certificate Specialist Streams where
the electives are already chosen to suit the specialist qualification. Again, you can add further
electives of your choice to the streams by purchasing them individually either before or after
graduation.

Electives do not have to be chosen at the time of enroling. Many students have a better idea of
what electives they want to do once they have completed the core course modules.

Certificates in Guiding and
Teaching Meditation: Electives

No pre-requisites
Takes a minimum of 7 weeks to complete.

A fascinating and enlightening journey within.

If you would like to use chakra work in your
personal or group meditation work then this
elective is for you. Take an extensive journey into
the chakras and become confident at
understanding and using them as a tool for 

Testimonials
“The Chakra elective was a real journey of self discovery and reflection. The workbook is very detailed and
will make a great reference tool in the future.” – Leonie

“Such a great way to learn more about yourself and ways to nurture yourself in a positive way. The course delivery was
fantastic, having your own personal coach throughout your journey really made the whole experience more special.” –
Amy 

“A beautiful course offering you the opportunity to deepen your understanding of the chakras and their influence on the
human system. Not only did it teach me skills on how to work with the chakras, but also how to recognise blockages in
your physical and emotional body related to the chakras. Definitely recommend this to anyone wanting to deepen their
awareness of self and/or build their resilience toolkit.” – Natasha

Find out more about this elective by clicking here to watch this video
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Meditation and the Chakras

for meditation, self-awareness and personal development. 

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70B9RZg9tFs&feature=youtu.be


Here’s a FREE sample of what you will be able to create if you choose to do the Children’s
meditation elective. 

CLICK HERE for access: Children’s Grounding Meditation
by Julie Bond-Rowe

 

Pre-requisites - Session 6 core course work
Text book purchase required 

A favourite for students

In this elective, you will learn how to create
meditations for children of all age groups;
from infants to teenagers and every stage
between.

At each stage, understand children’s cognitive, emotional needs and conceptual abilities and
the type of meditation that works best. Teachers and parents have really enjoyed and
benefitted from this elective. It’s fun to do and opens your eyes to some unique strategies
for approaching meditation for children. 

If you want to teach or guide meditation for children then this elective is a must. 

Our graduates are running meditation programs in schools as well as after school
programs.

Testimonials
“This elective was really beneficial for working with children of all ages, as well as their parents, and also your own
inner child. Julie has a lovely teaching manner and is a great mentor. I loved completing this elective and would
highly recommend it.” - Leah

“Wow this elective is great. Since doing this elective I find myself watching and enjoying younger children and
creating meditations at the same time. I loved it, so informative, well set out and easy to understand.” – Diane

"This elective reignited my creativity after a difficult time in my life. My inner child loved playing with creating
meditations for the different age groups and their parents and I am feeling so inspired to get out and share my
ideas!” - Linda

"I enjoyed every part of this elective especially the planning to run the meditation workshop was exceptional. The
meditations in this elective are commendable. This session has helped me gain a better insight on the different
developmental stages right from pregnancy, birth of the child and the growth of the child until they become an
adult. It has helped to know myself better as a parent. Every piece of information has been entertaining, engaging
and exciting." – Sree
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Meditation for Parents and Children

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qiETjQAfqw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qiETjQAfqw&feature=youtu.be


Pre-requisites - Session 8 core coursework

Meditation Workshops and Classes

Live your dream and your passionate purpose!

Can you see yourself running corporate
relaxation programs, themed workshops or
retreats? 

In this elective – you tell us what you feel
drawn to create and we will help you get your
project off the ground.

Our extensive experience is here to help you make your dreams a reality with encouraging
support. You will be mentored throughout the journey of bringing your project to fruition
through a structured program of questions and activities.

Testimonials
 

“I loved the Meditation workshops and classes elective. I am holding my first workshop in a weeks time and I
feel very prepared due to the wonderful content provided by this elective plus the expert guidance of my lovely
coach Felicity.” – Peta

“I liked the depth of the questions. This elective made me really think about all aspects of my program and
covered all bases as to how/when/where/why I chose this project.” - Tracey

“This elective was so wonderful and has provided me with the skills I needed to develop to facilitate the
workshops I want to in a whole and connected way. It helped my stay authentic and share with others the
benefits of meditation and mindfulness.” – Nicole

“I have really enjoyed the Workshops and Classes Elective. It challenged me to make commitments to
incorporate meditation teaching into my career when I finish this course. Felicity was a great support and a
knowledgeable teacher.” – Sheena

“At first I was apprehensive. Not sure how I would manage to teach meditation. This course took me through a
comprehensive process for figuring out what my unique strengths and talents are and now I’ve created a
workshop that I feel will be of real value to others. Thank you Lisa.” - Megan

“If anyone is considering holding more than just meditation classes, this is definitely the elective to do. I found
that by creating a good, solid template for running a workshop, whether it be for a day, weekly or a weekend
retreat it can be applied to any style or theme (eg: Chakras), and it can be used for face-to-face or via online
forums. Brilliant!” – Lucinda

“Doing this course and practising meditation daily showed me just how powerful meditation is for personal
growth. I am impressed with the depth and structure of this course and the high quality of mentoring support. I
highly recommend it.” – Megan

10The Australian Centre for Meditation and Mindfulness © 2021

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


No pre-requisites
Takes a minimum of 7 weeks to complete
and can be completed alongside core course
work or prior to commencing the Certificate

Journaling for Clarity 
Highly recommended

Learn self-care tools to support your meditation
practise.

Testimonials
“I thoroughly enjoyed doing this elective. I found the techniques I have learnt to be supportive in helping me work
through different life situations. I will be able to use these techniques for the rest of my life and am so grateful I
have learnt them.” – Elizabeth

“The journalling elective will help you reflect on your life both good and bad whilst dealing with emotions, feelings
and fear and developing self love. In a safe, caring and supportive way, Helen will constantly support you with
kindness and advice.” - Leanne

“I found the journalling elective extremely useful and beneficial in enabling me to manage unresolved issues, gain
clarity and learn about myself in a deeper and more compassionate way. I would highly recommend it.” – Fiona

“This elective has been an inspiring and amazing journey. I am sad that it has ended and yet excited to be
spreading my wings into providing a service to the community that I now feel more passionate about than ever
before thanks to ACMM.”- Bronwyn

“Before doing Journalling with Clarity I had a real resistance to writing down my thoughts. This elective has taught
me how to release built up emotions and how to nurture and nourish myself enabling my meditation practice to
deepen.” – Gracie

“I cannot recommend this elective highly enough! The structure of the course and the techniques were wonderful.
Helen’s compassion, knowledge and encouragement has provided me with lifelong coping tools and has helped me
learn to love myself.” – Danielle

Emotions and everyday problems can weigh on our mind and prevent us from being able to
meditate effectively. This daily program gives you the opportunity to try effective journaling
techniques to help unload stressors and move into a clearer and more positive frame of
mind. 

Committing to daily meditation is a powerful action. Accelerating your meditation practice
can open up old emotions and wounds. This elective teaches you the tools to manage these
emotions and supports you closely in the process. 

When you begin to teach, these tools are wonderful to share with your groups.
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Find out more about this elective by clicking here to watch this video

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LA7Y8AbfNhI&feature=youtu.be


Pre-requisite Session 6 core course work
Text book purchase required

Mindfulness and Buddhist Psychology
Very popular

Take a deeper journey into the world of
mindfulness and learn from the masters

Testimonials
“I feel so much in line with this philosophy and wish I had studied it many years earlier. It’s teachings of
gentleness, compassion and wisdom are so important. Doing this elective has made other aspects of the
meditation course clearer and put them into perspective. After this introduction I am on a journey to learn more
and embrace this philosophy in my life. Thank you very very much.” – Irene

“The Mindfulness and Buddhist Psychology Elective was such a rich, in-depth experience. I really loved making my
way through this elective, furthering my understanding of Mindfulness and learning about all the Buddhist
teachings and practices. I enjoyed savouring and soaking up all of its goodness as I went. A highlight was
exploring loving-kindness, becoming more familiar with it in my personal practice, along with listening to Julie’s
beautifully guided track. Overall it was a heart warming experience and I look forward to exploring more going
forward.” - Natalie

“There were so many highlights. In fact, if I was honest I’d say every day I attended to my ‘homework’ was a
highlight. (..) I could sit back almost and watch myself grow with self-discovery and insight. The self-reflection was
amazing! This entire elective has afforded me a sense of being ‘awake’ and ‘awakened’ throughout its twists and
turns and I am very grateful for the journey.” –Tanya

“This elective takes you on a deeper journey into mindfulness through beautiful readings, practices and teachings.
It is facilitated by Julie with a gentleness and presence. I highly recommend this elective.” – Tim
“This is a brilliant course of study that has changed me for the better by allowing me to learn about, heal and love
myself more whilst strengthening and deepening my mindfulness practice. I am more present, aware and free of
suffering as a result. Thank you.” – Jen.

There is a good reason that Mindfulness is such a popular form of meditation. It works very
well and has its roots in ancient Buddhist practices that evolved over thousands of years.

In this elective, you will be guided on a journey with the Mindfulness Masters and introduced
to a variety of ways that Mindfulness can enhance your life.

In addition you will be taken on a practical and personal journey through the tenets of
Buddhist psychology and begin to apply them in your own life and teaching.

12The Australian Centre for Meditation and Mindfulness © 2021
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Pre-requisite Session 5 core course work

Spiritual Meditation

Bring another dimension to your meditation
groups or workshops by introducing your clients
to spiritual meditation.

Do you have a passion for sharing your love of the
sacred with others?

Testimonials
 

“The Spiritual Meditation Elective is a great way to integrate spiritual and energetic (emotional) aspects into one’s
meditation practice and study. For me, this elective enabled a deeper and more holistic sense of connection to self,
source and my future.” – Jen 

“I was inspired by this elective and can highly recommend it to anyone who wishes to go deeper on their own
spiritual path and meditation practice. Lisa has truly put her heart and soul into this elective and it has been a
fabulous experience.” – Jaine 

"If you're open and ready to dive down deep inside yourself, then you are going to thoroughly enjoy the Spiritual
Elective. I thought I knew myself pretty well but it's amazing how there's always something left to learn. Such a
beautiful and informative elective. Thank you" - Claudia

“The Spiritual Meditation Elective is a great way to integrate spiritual and energetic (emotional) aspects into one’s
meditation practice and study. For me, this elective enabled a deeper and more holistic sense of connection to self,
source and my future.” – Jennifer

“This elective was a dive into parts of myself that I wasn’t necessarily consciously aware of. By bringing them to the
surface I was able to accept them as a part of me and my experience and honour them in the way that they
deserved.” – Chad

“I very much enjoyed the Spiritual Meditation elective, in particular learning how to meditate with a Deity. I found
this elective to have a really nurturing and self-compassionate undertone that allows you to gently explore
spirituality in a safe space. I really look forward to sharing more spiritual meditations within my groups.” – Candice

Modern life has largely lost the tribal art of ritual, honouring and celebration. This elective
supports you in bringing the sacred back into your life and your meditation teaching. Delve
into what faith really means to you and how it can be used to conquer fear.

Learn how to bring a deep level of connection and spirituality to your meditations free of any
particular belief system.

13The Australian Centre for Meditation and Mindfulness © 2021

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


Pre-requisite Session 5 core course work
Textbook purchase required

Felicity Carson is a registered nurse, meditation
teacher and much more. In this elective she
brings her deep knowledge of meditation
together with her years of experience; running
support groups and meditation groups for
women with cancer, supporting the dying in her
work as a nurse and assisting those losing their
loved ones.

Testimonials

“An intensely beautiful elective, which invites you to explore the heart of parts of life that are so often pushed away
or denied.” – Donna

“I thoroughly enjoyed this elective. It helped me look at my own beliefs around death. The reading and video
material was not only thought provoking but extremely useful when facilitating meditations for people experiencing
pain and grief and ‘terminally’ ill.  The material on pain I found especially useful and was able to incorporate it into
meditations, allowing people to experience pain, to “be with” their pain and open to it.  A brilliant elective. I highly
recommend it.” – Bronwyn

“The elective was deep, cleansing and brought clarity which was very cathartic for me. Because of this elective, I
have a newfound respect for death and all that it can bring”. – Deb

“Felicity’s elective was a journey of self-discovery, an emotional and heartfelt sharing of her wonderful knowledge.  I
would not say that it was easy, but wow! It really changed my view of how I deal with life, death and pain in my role
as an RN and as a new meditation teacher.  I can only say thank you for sharing your wonderful insight and
experience and making life more whole.” – Jaine

“This is the elective I’ve enjoyed the most. It was a natural progression from the spiritual, then buddhist electives
which I completed prior. It felt complete and easy. I would recommend doing the electives in this order as the tasks
and competences progress organically. Loved the chat with Felicity at the end as it was not rushed and felt
completely natural. That was my other most favourite thing.” – Brenda

Felicity leads us on a journey that explores our beliefs around death and how they shape the
way we deal with it as a reality. She gathers the work of Frank Ostaseski, Elizabeth Kubler-
Ross, Jon Kabat-Zinn and Ian Gawler to explore death, grief and pain and how pain may be
supported with meditation. She also discusses a multi-disciplinary approach to pain. In this
elective you will hear from some of Felicity’s students; cancer sufferers talking about the
particular ways that meditation is helping them manage their journeys. 

This is a deep and insightful elective, and like all our electives, it will take you on a journey to
explore anything triggered by these topics in order for us to be better placed to help others.
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Meditation to support pain, grief and dying

Watch this video of Felicity talking about Meditation to support pain, grief and dying.

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrL6tRsZEhQ&feature=youtu.be


Pre-requisite Session 8 core course work

Meditative Inquiry is an incredible practice for
gaining insight into the physical world, as well
as for deeper insight into, or recognition of,
your essence or essential nature. 
 
Explore life using various objective and
subjective techniques including Self-Inquiry as
made popular by Bhagavan Sri Ramana
Maharshi, (1879 – 1950) an Indian sage from
the Hindu / Advaita tradition. 

You’ll inquire into what it means when saying, ‘I’ using teachings from Sri Ramana Maharshi,
non-duality teachers Gangaji and Rupert Spira, as well as practices from other teachers and
the author to support you on this ‘path, that isn’t a path’. You will also investigate how to guide
others in Self-Inquiry practices.
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Testimonials
 

“I thoroughly enjoyed the Meditative Inquiry elective, being able to gently explore beyond emotions, thoughts and
sensations has opened up a whole new depth to my personal meditation practice and has given me new
perspectives as a Meditation Teacher" - Candice

The Inquiry process is a loving process that enables you to experience yourself on a level which most people will
unfortunately never experience. - Catherine

“Such a wonderful deep exploration of self inquiry practices with a very gentle and respectful approach to meet
students where they are at. I love the immersions and many opportunities to deepen my own practice and the
positive and life affirming ripple effects it had in my life and relationships.” – Jacqui

Deepening through Meditative Inquiry 

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


Pre-requisite Session 5 core course work

Meditation and mindfulness in the corporate
world is growing fast - very fast!

Do you want to get involved? 

This elective thoroughly prepares you to
deliver meditation and mindfulness programs
in the workplace with:

Detailed ideas for various delivery formats, program types and levels
How to foster connections and communicate effectively
Defining your target audience and marketing yourself
How to win work including creating proposals, pricing and structure
Measuring outcomes and client reporting
Delivery methods and practical hints for teaching in this sector
Developing documentation
Space to create and develop your own program
Customizing the practices to your audience
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Testimonials

“The insight I gained from this elective is absolutely paramount. I have confidence to now enter this new world of
the corporate sector with a thorough understanding of how meditation and mindfulness is integrated. Tim's
guidance and feedback is incredibly helpful and supportive. I studied this elective for 'the corporate knowledge' but
also found so much of it useful in my own personal development and practice as well. I thoroughly recommend
this elective!" - Ashlee

“Highly recommend this elective, a wealth of information, this elective has provided the support and clarity that is
required to begin your own business, I had no idea how to start a business plan or branding, or even quoting work,
highly recommended.” – Ruth

I thoroughly enjoyed the Corporate Meditation and Mindfulness elective, especially Tim's video interviews with
industry leaders. There is a good balance between theory and practical exercises. I have completed the elective
with a sense of confidence that I am able to submit a proposal to a potential client and it will be well-received. -
Danielle

Corporate Meditation and Mindfulness 

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


No pre-requisites

Bringing Mindfulness Home

Bringing mindfulness home offers a beginners
program to learn more about mindfulness and
how it can support you in your daily life.  This
program offers step by step techniques and
activities that support you in incorporating this
ancient art into your life.

In this elective you will learn how it can be done easily and simply; dispelling myths and
misconceptions around mindfulness.

This program supports the quieting of incessant mind chatter and helps to reduce stress.  It
delves into a variety of mindfulness techniques so that you can find the one/s that fit best for
you.  It offers ways to support a number of issues and challenges faced in modern life.
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Testimonials

“Whether you’re interested in an introduction to mindfulness or would like to deepen your mindfulness practice,
this elective fits the bill. It gives a supported step by step experience through several mindfulness techniques.” –
Paula

“This was a very powerful elective! Even though I had been practising Mindfulness for years, I learnt so much and
was gently encouraged to really embed my learning into my every day life. It was a beautifully humbling
experience, and although I have now finished the elective, I will continue to utilise the strategies taught for the rest
of my life. Even if you think you know enough or feel highly trained in Mindfulness, I would still highly recommend
this elective to you. It’s a beautiful gift that will keep on giving long after completion.” – Emma

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


Pre-requisite Session 7 core course work

This elective explores the origins and function of
anxiety and the connection between how the body
and mind respond to fear from the perspective that
each person is whole and complete and the
experience of fear is a natural and understandable
part of being human. 

You will be introduced to theoretical background information to develop your understanding of
anxiety and trauma and personally experience a range of mindfulness and meditative practices
that support awareness and connection with compassionate presence. 

You will also learn some basic trauma sensitive principles and guidelines that you can integrate
into your meditation and mindfulness guiding and teaching. 
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Testimonials

“I chose to do this elective so that I could learn more and help other people who may be suffering from Anxiety and
Trauma. Little did I know when I selected the elective, just how much it would help me personally. The amount of
healing and growth that I experienced whilst working through this elective was amazing. This elective is so
thoughtfully put together and offers so much in-depth learning. I would highly recommend this elective.” – Sarah

“The Anxiety and Trauma module provided me with a deeper understanding of anxiety (beyond everyday stress)
and trauma. It has given me an accessible and comprehensive guideline to help identify people who may be living
with the symptoms of trauma. This information was balanced with amazing techniques that could be utilised to
manage an acute traumatic episode and also to bring greater meaning to meditation in general. Most of all I feel
the personal benefit I have received by using these new techniques is profound and my confidence in my ability to
safely facilitate meditations has been boosted.” – Debra

“Doing this elective for me was a no brainer. The strategies I have learnt to help myself, my son and also my clients
are invaluable. I am very grateful to have been given the opportunity to explore this space and get to know it more
intimately with a little more compassion.” – Michael

Supporting Anxiety and Trauma with Presence (NEW). 

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


Pre-requisite Session 5 core course work

Women's Circles (NEW)

Do you have a desire to create an
empowering, sacred and healing space for
women?

Throughout history women have gathered in
circle to share wisdom and support one
another.

With the rise of the feminine, modern women are now seeking this type of sacred belonging
and deeper connection again.

In this elective you will be supported in creating and holding your own unique women's
meditation circle.

You will explore your own relationship with the feminine in your life and how this might
inform the way you support women, as well as exploring techniques that help our feminine
aspect thrive.
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Testimonials
 

“The Women’s Circle elective allowed me to broadly explore a historical events and cultural impacts on the modern
woman, as well as the power of connection between women as a tool for healing and growth. I loved this elective
and can’t wait to put what I have learnt into practice.” – Candice

“The Women’s Circle elective is so inspiring, allow your creativity and passion for connectedness to flourish as you
embark on a journey of creating a beautiful sacred space for women.” – Melanie
 

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


Pre-requisite Session 5 core course work

Enjoy cultivating and opening to a deeper
heart connection in your work, life and
practices.

This elective draws on practices and
philosophy from Buddhism, modern
Mindfulness and the Heart-Math Institute.

We explore loving kindness, compassion and empathy, joy and rejoicing, equanimity and
peace of mind – the 4 Divine Abodes.  We also draw on work of current meditation teachers:
Tara Brach, Jack Kornfield, Sharon Salzberg and Pema Chodron.

This is a practical, hands on elective that helps you directly embody deep concepts and
attitudes into your life, teaching style and curriculum.
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Opening to the Heart’s Wisdom- Heart Centred Practices (NEW)

Testimonials

“I would highly recommend this elective, Kate has brought so much heart to this elective, and her wonderful and
giving heart is reflected so beautifully in the teachings. This elective has enabled me to really connect with my
spiritual heart and I will continue to develop the techniques taught to me on a daily basis. Thank you Kate for such
an inspirational elective.” – Maria

“Talk about a heart opener! This elective did exactly that. It was well put together and drew upon many sources
and techniques, which really fleshed out the subject. I was left with an expansive feeling of love and compassion
for myself and the whole world. I’ll definitely be using what I’ve learnt here in my future practices.” – Caroline

 

https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


** These Diploma components can be completed during the Certificate or Advanced Certificate (at extra cost).
Assessment competencies must be met in order to receive Certification and progress to Diploma.
Courses are updated regularly so changes may occur in the curriculum

Courses: structure and
sequence
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Personal
Meditation Support

Meditation for
Wellbeing

 
100 hours

 
Core Sessions 1-5

 

 
No assessment or
electives Personal Meditation

Support
Assessment
Case Studies
3 or 6 Electives
Access our specialist
streams!

Advanced Certificate in
Guiding and Teaching

Meditation and
Mindfulness
(Professional)

 
3 electives 240 hrs 
6 electives 300 hrs

 
Core Sessions 1-8Personal Meditation

Support
Assessment
Case Studies

Certificate in Guiding and
Teaching Meditation and

Mindfulness
(Professional)

 
180 hrs

 
Core Sessions 1-8

** Meditation Teaching
Retreat (includes
accommodation, meals
and tuition, does not
include
airfares/transfers)
Small Group Supervision
sessions 

Post Graduate Diploma in
Guiding and Teaching

Meditation and
Mindfulness

 
50 hours

Live Business Development
Sessions 
Business masterclasses
Additional resources
Course updates
Discounts for retreats and further
training 
Access to meditations and video
resources 
Exclusive wellness news within the
industry 
Networking opportunities 
Continued access to live teachings 

ACMM Business Lounge
(small yearly fee)
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Courses: structure and
sequence
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Choose from

Free Group Meditations nights
Group Mentoring Calls
Extensive Meditation Library
Group Mentoring video library 
Under Grad one to one coaching 
Post Grad small group coaching
Payment plans
Phone & email support

ALL students receive access to:

Start now! 
No waiting

period

** These Diploma components can be completed during the Certificate or Advanced Certificate (at extra cost).
Assessment competencies must be met in order to receive Certification and progress to Diploma.
NOTE:
Courses are updated regularly so changes may occur in the curriculum



a thorough grounding in meditation practices
a comprehensive understanding of the history and science of meditation
training in guiding meditations of various kinds
guidance in constructing original meditation teaching programs.

Certificate in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and Mindfulness

This is a teaching qualification. The basic Certificate entitles you to register with IICT or MA as a
meditation teacher thereby allowing you to practice as a professional meditation teacher. This
course consists of the core training only. Sessions 1-8, assessments and case studies. 

This core training is:

This is the course to enrol in if you wish to guide and teach meditation in any context
with professional association membership and insurance.

The training is thorough and graduates emerge confident and ready to guide and teach.

Deepen your understanding of meditation

Meditation for Wellbeing 

In this course you will learn to guide
meditation without the pressure of
assessments. The course consists of only
sessions 1-5 of the core coursework and no
electives or assessments. 
 
This is a course that you can take to: 

Find yourself in our range of
training options

Improve your personal meditation practise with one on one coaching and education
Understand and be able to use a wider range of techniques
Introduce meditation to your family and friends
Guide meditation in a casual context (unpaid)
A great way to improve and deepen your understanding of meditation for personal
enjoyment and wellbeing.

Coaches will work with you at your pace and level of understanding. It is really about the joy of
learning. 

Please note: If your intention is to teach professionally then this course will not be suitable.
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Advanced Certificate in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and
Mindfulness

This is more than a teaching qualification. It contains all the core training of the Certificate, and
also allows you to customise your training with our very popular electives. 

You have several options at this level: (exclusive to ACMM)

1. Your choice of electives
Sessions 1-8, Assessments and Case Studies and either 3 or 6 electives.
Our payment packages are grouped as 3 or 6 electives, and you can add further electives if you
wish by purchasing them separately. You have an extra 6 months (max.) to complete the  Adv
Cert with 6 electives.

A minimum of 3 electives are required for progression into the Post Graduate Diploma,
however, many students decide to do more because they are so interesting and fun!

2. Our Specialist Study Streams – choose a study area that suits your goals. 
Sessions 1-8, Assessments and Case Studies and a set of electives that comprise your chosen
study stream/s.

Bold Electives are compulsory for each stream, Italicised Electives Highly Recommended.

Choose 3 or 6 according to what is included in your course package. If there are fewer than 6
options in your stream you can add another elective of your choice.

Advanced Certificate in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and Mindfulness Specialising
in:

a) Workplace Meditation and Mindfulness
Mindfulness and Buddhist Psychology, Bringing Mindfulness Home, Corporate Meditation and
Mindfulness, Workshops and Classes. 

b) Community and Support Groups
Bringing Mindfulness Home, Journalling for Clarity, Meditation for Pain, Grief and Dying,
Supporting Anxiety and Trauma with Presence, Meditation for Parents and Children,
Women’s Circles.
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c) Mental Health and Wellbeing
Journalling for Clarity, Supporting Anxiety
and Trauma with Presence, Opening to the
Heart’s Wisdom, Deepening through
Meditative Inquiry, Bringing Mindfulness
Home, Meditation for Pain, Grief and Dying,
Mindfulness and Buddhist Psychology,
Meditation for Parents and Children.



d) Spiritual Meditation
Spiritual Meditation, Meditation and the Chakras, Deepening through Meditative Inquiry,
Workshops and Classes, Opening to the Heart’s Wisdom.

e) Meditation for Women
Women’s Circles, Journalling for Clarity, Opening to the Heart’s Wisdom, Supporting Anxiety and
Trauma with Presence, Spiritual Meditation, Workshops and Classes.

Note:
When you graduate with our Specialist Certificates, your Advanced Certificate will read:

Advanced Certificate in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and Mindfulness - Specialising in:   E.g. Workplace
Meditation

You can complete more than one Specialist Stream by completing the additional electives for
that study stream. In this case your Advanced Certificate would read:

Advanced Certificate in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and Mindfulness - Specialising in:   E.g. Workplace
Meditation and Meditation for Mental Health and Wellbeing.

Additional electives of your choice may be purchased and added to the specialist study
program.

The program outlined is the minimum requirement and is covered by the Advanced Certificate
course cost.

PAYMENT PLANS 
AND  ENROLMENT FORM

ON PAGE 35
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You can enrol in the Advanced Certificate with 3 or 6 electives and choose your
specialisation once you get into the course, or keep your path broad and choose your

own electives!



Post Graduate Diploma in Guiding and Teaching Meditation 

Pre-requisite: Advanced Certificate with 3 electives from ACMM  

This program takes your meditation teaching, guiding and group facilitation skills to the next
level and achieve full accreditation with Meditation Australia and International
Institution for Complementary Therapists. Very few centres offer this streamlined pathway.
 
The training consists mainly of teaching practise and supervision, and experiencing our
teachings face to face by attending our 3 day residential retreat (also offered online via live
video conferencing). The retreat can be attended at any time during your Certificate or
Diploma studies.
 
The supervision is conducted in small groups online and allows you to engage in rich
discussion about your teaching experiences as well as receiving feedback. The mentoring
supports your real-life teaching, providing excellent support, deeper teachings and facilitation
skills and even greater confidence.   A highlight is being able to hear about other graduates’
experiences as the group holds discussions on a variety of contexts: one on one, corporate
groups, community groups, hospitals, schools, online and much more.

Ongoing support as you grow your meditation teaching practice

Upon Graduation from the Certificate, Advanced Certificate or Post Graduate Diploma you will
be eligible for membership of our Graduate Business and Professional Development Group.
This is a low cost, high value subscription service that includes business set up and marketing
support, networking forum, ongoing access to Meditation and Video Libraries and ACMM
group training sessions and updates on course material all included in the subscription cost.
Graduate Masterclasses, individual mentoring, retreats and further training are at a
discounted cost. This is a wonderful group to be a part of and our members love the support
available.

Testimonials
“I enjoyed studying in the comfort of my home, and with very minimal disruption to my family.
A very well constructed course layout and teaching input.” - Sharon

“The course is self-paced with ongoing support just an email away. Regular group sessions with peers and teachers
provide continual educational assistance and a platform to connect, de-brief, or discuss any questions. The teachers
are supportive and encouraging and foster our creative energy.” - Kathy

“As a long term meditator I found the learning within this framework took my own personal and professional practice
to a much deeper level. I highly recommend taking the step to expand even further on what you have learned.” 
– Kerryn
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vPgg_kbV_c&feature=youtu.be
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


Our residential and online retreats offer an
incredible and precious opportunity for us all to
connect and learn deeply.

Our Residential Teaching Retreats

Opportunities to practice the styles of meditation
taught in the course
An interactive program that allows students to
connect face to face or online with their coaches,
Lisa and each other
Time to practice facilitation skills learnt in the
course
Creating greater holistic lifestyle balance
Invigorating your at-home meditation practice

At ACMM we absolutely relish this special time with
our students and ensure that we include:

Opportunities for personal and professional development
The exploration of a different theme each retreat
Guest speakers who are leaders in the field
Experiencing a holistic meditation and personal development retreat conducted in the
same philosophy as your online training and so much more…

Attend the retreat at any time during your Certificate or Diploma studies. Non-compulsory for
Certificate and Advanced Certificate students and compulsory for Diploma students. We hold 2
retreats a year, in May and September. Many students attend both retreats (discounts apply). 

Click to watch
what our students had to say about our online

retreats!
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Retreat Testimonials
“I had such an enriching learning experience and boost in confidence. It was such an honour to meet and connect
with so many inspiring souls in person. ” – Natalie

“Couldn’t recommend it highly enough for deepening and consolidating your own practice and knowledge; for
meeting like minded souls; for meeting the wonderful supportive coaches and boosting your own self confidence.
Thank you.” - Claudia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaWliWyyNk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaWliWyyNk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaWliWyyNk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaWliWyyNk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaWliWyyNk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/category/graduates/


business set up and marketing support, 
networking forum, 
ongoing access to ACMM Meditation and Video Libraries, 
ongoing access to ACMM live group training sessions, 
updates on course material - all included in the subscription cost. 
Individual mentoring, retreats and further training are all available at a discounted cost. 
Live Online Business Development Workshops with industry experts 
Small Business Set Up Support, Information and Workshops

The ACMM business lounge has so many benefits. This is a low cost, high value subscription
service that includes:

This is a wonderful group to be a part of and our members love the support available to
kickstart their business, be educated in what running a successful meditation teaching
business involves and to help make the transition from student to teacher. This program is
hosted by Business Coach and ACMM Meditation Coach Tim James. 

Look to our blog for some highlights from our live sessions.

ACMM offers ongoing support  for our students in growing their meditation teaching
business

Once you have reached session 7 of your core modules you will have the opportunity to join
the ACMM Business Lounge where we support you in the transition from student to teacher. 

In this short video ACMM Coach & Business Lounge Host Tim James shares why this
program is a MUST for all meditation teachers!

The Australian Centre for Meditation and Mindfulness © 2021

ACMM Business Lounge

 For some inspiration and to see what you could achieve with your qualification
take a look at what some of our graduates are up to!
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https://youtu.be/bkgZLNq2nIY
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/blog/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/category/graduates/


Our Encouraging and Supportive
Team

Lisa Forde, ACMM Principal and Course Author

Lisa has worked as a Holistic Living Counsellor for adults and
children, meditation teacher and group facilitator for 17 years. She
has been running the Australian Centre for Meditation and
Mindfulness (formerly ACHS) since 2006 and has authored the core
coursework and many of the electives taught here. Her
qualifications include a Bachelors Degree in Languages with a sub-
major in Psychology, a Diploma in Holistic Living Counselling, and
an Advanced Certificate in Holistic Children's Counselling, Reiki and 
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Certificate IV in Workplace Training and Assessment.

She has been on the board of Meditation Australia since 2018 as Treasurer and in 2021 was invited
into the position of Vice President. She hosts MA events and speaks at National Conferences on the
subject of Meditation and Meditation Teaching.

Alongside teaching meditation, she taught a Certificate in Holistic Communications and Diploma in
Holistic Living Counselling under Alannah Dore, and was mentored by her for 5 years. She 
 continued her personal and professional growth as a student of meditation masters Ken and
Elizabeth Mellor, and now also trains with Lorin Roche and Camille Maurine.

Julie Bond-Rowe - Assistant Principal and Senior Coach

Julie has been coaching meditation students at ACMM for 
8 years and has authored several of the electives that we offer. 

Julie studied the art of Transcendental Meditation when she met the
challenge of a diagnosis of depression 20 years ago. Thus began her
successful healing journey. She found Reiki, completing a yearlong
Reiki Master Healer Training, travelled to Nepal to study Buddhist
philosophies and Meditation in the Mahayana tradition, and 

completed a Diploma in Shiatsu Therapy.

Her further education has consisted of training professionally in Tarot reading, a Certificate in Holistic
Communications and she is currently studying her Advanced Dip in Holistic Living Counselling. She is
a senior member of Meditation Australia and a member of the International Institute of
Complimentary Therapists (IICT).

Julie met Lisa in 2003 when she joined Lisa’s meditation group. Loving instantly this form of
meditation, she became a regular and then went on to complete the Certificate in Guiding and
Teaching Meditation. She moved to rural Victoria with her husband and began running meditation
groups locally as well as teaching meditation to children in local schools and in after school programs. 
Julie has created a wonderful website offering children’s meditation:
 https://childrensmeditation.com.au/

 

https://childrensmeditation.com.au/


Felicity Carson - ACMM Coach

Felicity runs her own meditation business, Tranquil
Meditation, on the Mornington Peninsula, Victoria,
incorporating meditation groups, classes, day retreats,
online courses and workshops, Reiki, crystal healing and
acupuncture. She is also a Division 1 registered nurse
specialising in Breast Care nursing and co-facilitating two
support groups for women with cancer.
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Felicity has completed her Diploma in Guiding and Teaching Meditation with ACMM and is a
member of Meditation Australia. More recently Felicity has combined her love of meditation
with her expertise in nursing and supporting cancer patients to author and coach the
Meditation to support pain, grief and dying elective.

Morgan Jai-Morincome - ACMM Coach

Morgan is a Meditation Guide & Coach and qualified Holistic
Counsellor & Psychotherapist. She has taught in both
mainstream and special ed settings from pre-school to
university, as well as almost a decade in inclusive adult
community education. Raised from a young age amongst a
yoga community, Morgan was immersed in a variety of
meditation approaches, sacred sound practices and  healing
modalities from childhood and continues to be a lifelong
learner and practitioner across different wisdom traditions.

Morgan has completed certified training with ACMM and post-graduate qualifications in
holistic counselling and psychotherapy. Morgan runs her own business Sacred Inner Wild in
Canberra offering 1:1 sessions in person and online and meditation circles. Her professional
and personal experience creates a safe, compassionate, creative and sacred space for her
clients and students. 

Kate Gee - ACMM Coach

Kate runs her own meditation business: Beach Buddha
Meditation on the stunning Bellarine Peninsula in Victoria.
She incorporates meditation circles, beginner’s classes,
workshops, 1:1 mindfulness sessions for children, school
Mindfulness programs, Reiki and crystal healing sessions.

Kate was a primary and special needs teacher for over 30
years. Upon retirement, she decided to combine her love
for meditation and teaching to form “Beach Buddha”. 

https://www.tranquilmeditation.com/
http://www.sacredinnerwild.com/
https://www.beachbuddha.com.au/
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This passion for working with children has also resulted in the development of an original
Primary School Mindfulness Program: ‘Mindfully Me.’ Kate is a mindfulness educator,
teaching children from Pre-school to Year 6 in Melbourne and now in local schools on the
Bellarine peninsula.  Kate has completed her Diploma at ACMM.

Tim James - ACMM Coach

After managing a charitable organisation in Adelaide for
several years, Tim now works solely as a meditation
teacher in the corporate space , teaching in community
groups and with ACMM. Tim sees his coaching role with
ACMM as an ideal marriage of his passion for supporting
people through his expertise as a life coach and meditation
teacher.

Tim’s business Meditation Life, based in Adelaide, supports people to bring meditation into
their everyday life, to connect deeply with themselves and find the wisdom that lies within.

Tim has a Certificate IV in Life Skills Coaching, Certificate IV in Training and Assessment, has
studied Quantum Touch Energy Healing and has completed his Diploma at ACMM.

Leanne Russell - ACMM Coach

Leanne started her personal experience with meditation
over 18 years ago; she found it a great foundation of
support during the busy times of life and raising a family.
She now has her own meditation business Inspiration
Meditation based in the Wollondilly Shire in NSW, and is
passionate about supporting others in bringing meditation
into their lives.

Leanne has worked as an Early Childhood Educator for over 25 years, has completed the
Diploma in Guiding and Teaching Meditation and an Advanced Diploma in Holistic
Counselling and Psychotherapy (Process Orientated Psychology). She also has a background
in Reiki and Australian Bush Flower essences.

https://meditationlife.com.au/
https://m.facebook.com/Inspiration-Meditation-1506189292833658/
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Lauren Howe - ACMM Coach

Lauren is a meditation teacher, life coach and embodiment
teacher with a love for hiking and connecting to nature. She
is based on Gubbi Gubbi/ Kabi Kabi Country in the
Sunshine Coast and runs her own business - Lauren Howe,
which supports women to reclaim their feminine wisdom
through a deeper connection to body, spirit and nature. A
big change from the law related government job she had
for 10 years.

Lauren has completed the Diploma in Guiding and Teaching Meditation with ACMM and is
currently completing her Advanced Clinical Training In Contemporary Gestalt Therapy. She
has experience running meditation courses, multi-day retreats, women's circles and
corporate classes.

Jaine Alston - ACMM Coach

Jaine runs her own business as a meditation teacher and
healer in ‘One Breath at a Time Meditation’, in the beautiful
Jervis Bay area of NSW working with meditation, Reiki
healing, Isis Seichem, massage and aromatherapy, with a
focus to astrology and holistic living she has completed her
Meditation training and Diploma with ACMM. 

Jaine has been a Registered Nurse for 14 years and has an interest in Pain Management
working occasionally with the Acute Pain Service and recently becoming more involved with
the Chronic Pain Groups and is currently working in Pre Admissions Clinic after leaving her
role as an Anaesthetic & Recovery Nurse for several years with an understanding of the
emotional, physical and mental processes involved in the journey as a patient and
supporting them.

Susie McPhie - ACMM Coach

Susie lives in the Snowy Mountains region of NSW and has
worked in health as a nurse, midwife and maternal and
child health clinical nurse specialist for many years, both
locally and in Sydney.

She has found it a privilege to work so closely with families
over the years, finding out that learning is a two way street,
gaining so much from these relationships. 

Having practiced Yoga for the last 20 years, she moved into teaching yoga after completing
400hrs of training in general and yin yoga. Wanting to explore more deeply the field of
meditation, she has completed the Advanced Certificate with ACMM and is currently working
on completing her post-graduate diploma.

http://www.lauren-howe.com/
https://www.facebook.com/onebreathatatimemeditation
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Samantha Wynn - ACMM Coach

Sammy is a Mindfulness and Mindset Coach who is
dedicated to helping others feel more empowered and
fulfilled through meditation, mindfulness and mastering
their mindset. Sammy runs her own holistic mindfulness
business, Still with Sammy in Engadine, NSW.
 
Sammy holds an Advanced Certificate in Teaching and
Guiding Meditation with ACMM as well as membership with
Meditation Australia Association.

As an experienced Meditation Teacher, Women's Circle Facilitator, Children's Mindfulness
Teacher, Law of Attraction and Mindset Coach, Sammy supports and guides her clients in
deepening their connection with themselves and the world around them through self-
awareness and self-reflection practices.

Jen Hill - ACMM Coach

Based in Adelaide, SA, Jen Hill is passionate about
empowering people and sharing the transformative power
of meditation, which she does through her business, Right
Brain Liaisons coaching individuals, teaching courses,
guiding groups, delivering workplace training programs
and coaching ACMM students.

Jen holds a Diploma in Guiding and Teaching Meditation
and Mindfulness and is a member of Meditation Australia.

With a scientific background, a keen interest in mind and body sciences, physics, philosophy,
spirituality and ancient wisdom, Jen brings a mix of traditional and modern insight, evidence-
based practice, compassion and care to her work."

Jacqui Mulholland - ACMM Coach

Jacqui is a meditation teacher, holistic health practitioner,
remedial massage therapist and yin yoga teacher and runs
her own business called Shine Meditation. Jacqui has
worked in natural therapies for over 18 years and holds a
Post Graduate Diploma with ACMM. 

Jacqui has is passionate about natural and holistic health
and she integrates her knowledge and experience into her
business. 

She runs workshops, women’s health support groups, wellbeing programs, weekly movement
and meditation classes, and offers one on one meditations to clients. Her passion is working
to support women’s health and wellbeing naturally. She has had experience guiding
meditation for children, teens, corporates, in community centres and yoga studios.  

http://www.stillwithsammy.com.au/
https://rightbrainliaisons.com/
https://www.shinemeditation.com.au/


 

CLICK HERE TO ENROL NOW!
 

Your payment options – 
GST inclusive
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https://form.jotform.com/202297157836867
https://form.jotform.co/202297157836867


ACMM are thrilled to be partnering with International Children's Mindfulness Educator
Janet Etty-Leal to present this unique certificate!

 
Training for ELC-Yr 12 Educators, Allied Professionals, Meditation Teachers 

and Parents!

Discover how to teach children mindfulness and meditation in the way they want to learn…
rather than how adults want to teach.

Certificate in Creative Mindful
Education for Children
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About Janet Etty-Leal 

Janet is an author, speaker, the secretary of Meditation
Australia  and a pioneer of mindful education for children. 
 Janet’s key focus is  to bring mindfulness to life, with heart,
mind and hands-on practices to connect to all children. 

Her creative programs are a fusion of  mindfulness and
positive education and have enhanced curriculum for 
 thousands of students. She provides staff training and
classes for  students in all school sectors. She has presented
at numerous  conferences nationally and internationally.
Studies based on Janet’s  books ‘Meditation Capsules:  A
Mindfulness Program for Children’ and ‘A  Head-Heart Start
for Life: Creative discoveries for young children’ have  been
undertaken by Masters/PhD candidates in Universities in
W.A.,  S.A., Victoria, New Zealand, Hong Kong, the US and
Puerto Rico.

For more information on Janet's course, please download her course prospectus from the
ACMM Prospectus Page.

ACMM Prospectus Page
 
 

https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/your-certificate-in-guiding-and-teaching-meditation-prospectus/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vPgg_kbV_c&feature=youtu.be


You have several options…

Want a little taste?

Complete an elective
Great for your personal or professional development. You will receive credits
towards course completion should you decide to enrol in the Certificate later. This
also gives you a chance to get a feel for the course and online study. This program
includes coaching.
Click on the links to access: 
Meditation and the Chakras | Journaling for Clarity | 
Bringing Mindfulness Home 

Complete a taster and cover the basics
The 21 Day Daily Meditation Program uses a selection of techniques taught in the
course to help you improve your personal meditation practice. This course is short,
manageable and a delight to complete. You can choose to complete this program
with or without coaching support. 
Click here to access the 21 Day Daily Meditation Program.

Like to introduce meditation to your family?
Introduce the relaxing and healing gift of meditation to your family with our self-
serve. Suitable for pre-school and primary school aged children. Click on the link to
access the Kids Meditation Program.

Purchase this program and receive a BONUS Introductory Meditation Program
specifically designed for Parents as a gift.

Join us for a day retreat!
Everyone loves a day off and a retreat! Our one day retreats are a chance to take a
break and fill your tank with some self care, meditation and live meditation practice.
Each day retreat has its own theme. Since we have a national and international
students base, these retreats are usually held live online from the comfort of your
own home (or bed!).

Enjoy being part of the warm, supportive community at ACMM
Sample the kind of guided meditation styles that we teach in the course
Enjoy FREE meditation sessions with us (usual duration of session 45 mins – 1 hr)

Meditate with our community online for FREE
We would like to extend an open invitation for you to join us for our FREE online
meditation sessions.

Click here to find out more!
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https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/course/meditation-and-the-chakras/
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/course/meditation-and-the-chakras/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/course/journalling-for-clarity-a-6-week-fully-coached-program/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/product/bringing-mindfulness-home/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/product/bringing-mindfulness-home/
https://www.holisticstudies.com.au/product/meditation-a-21-day-self-serve-program/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/product/meditation-a-21-day-self-serve-program/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/shop/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/free-online-guided-meditation-sessions/


FAQs

Phone the school and speak directly with Lisa Forde
Go to our Private Student Facebook page and type in your question – and you will get a number of
responses immediately. Usually questions are resolved as quickly as that.
Email your coach
Speak to your coach on your next scheduled coaching call (this will already have been booked)
Book an additional coaching call if you feel you need it (a small fee applies)
Attend our Group Mentoring Sessions on Zoom (included in your course fees).

Q. Is there a demand for meditation teachers out there?
Did you know that the meditation market is expected to grow in the 2020-2027 period? Data Bridge
Market Research estimates annual growth of the market at 10.4% over this period. The growing
awareness amongst the individual and world population about the hidden power of meditation and its
health benefits for leading a healthy life means that this work is very much in demand. Source

Q. When does the course start?
You can begin whenever you are ready, we work alongside YOU and your schedule. After you enrol you
will meet with your coach on Zoom and get to know each other - then begin the course immediately.
 
Q. What is the shortest/longest time I have to complete the course?
With the Certificate the shortest time we recommend is 4-5 months, and the longest time you have is
up to 14 months, an additional (up to 12 months) extension can be obtained at a nominal cost.
   
Q. How do the payment plans work? Can I pay it out early if I am able to?
Sure! Once you know which course you want to enrol in, choose a payment plan option from the table
on page that suits you and fill those amounts onto the enrolment form. You are welcome to make
changes or pay your payment plan out early anytime.
     
Q. What does the support available look like on a day to day basis as I am making my way
through the course?
You will love the support available. It is one of the features of our training and all our students
comment on the high quality of the mentoring by our experienced coaches.

Once your enrolment has been processed, your coach will contact you by email and organise a time to
have a lengthy (40 mins) chat with you on Zoom. They will get to know you and show you how the
course works, how to submit your sessions and complete your work. Immediately after that call, you
will receive Session 1 and be off and running. 

Along the way, if you have questions or need encouragement or support you have the following
options:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Sound good? It is a very comfortable level of support.
     
Q. Where can I enrol? Where do I find the enrolment form? 
The link to enrol is under the payment plan table on page or you can click here.
 
Q.How is my coach chosen for me?
On the enrolment form we ask you which times suit you for coaching, and allocate you to a coach who
is available at those times. Where there are a few options, we look at your interests and reasons for
doing the course and match you up with a coach who might best support your interests and goals.
   
Q. Are concession prices available?
Yes – Valid Concession Card holders are entitled to a 5% discount off Certificate/Adv Certificate
payment plans only.

Q. What if I change my mind after enrolling in the course?
We offer a 30 day money back satisfaction guarantee on all our Certificate courses. Refunds exclude
enrolment fee and any course materials and tuition already received.
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https://coleofduty.com/market-reports/2020/07/16/global-meditation-market-rapidly-growing-in-technology-devices-trends-competitor-analysis-smiling-mind-inner-explorer-inc-committee-for-children-stop-breathe-think-pbc-and-forecast-2/
https://form.jotform.com/202297157836867


"I think that meditation is the most important tool that we
have for personal and global transformation" 
- Marianne Williamson

I am really looking forward to welcoming you to this
profound personal and professional development
journey. 

May it be wholehearted and joyful.

Lisa Forde - Principal and Course Author

Email us at hello@meditationandmindfulness.com.au 

Alternatively, call our office on: 03-9807 4889 

We would love to hear from you! 

We’re friendly, helpful and interested in helping you achieve your goals in the way that
works best for you.

Any questions?

At the Australian Centre for Meditation  and Mindfulness we proudly
support...
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Read Lisa’s articles on:
Finding your unique positioning as a meditation teacher

Holding a safe space in your meditation group
 

Listen to Lisa's podcast interview with Lizzie Moult:
Everything you need to know about Meditation with Lisa Forde

https://www.facebook.com/austcentreformeditationandmindfulness
https://www.instagram.com/centremeditationandmindfulness/
https://www.meditationandmindfulness.com.au/
https://meditationaustralia.org.au/content/finding-your-unique-positioning-as-a-meditation-teacher/
http://meditationaustralia.org.au/content/safe_space/
https://lizziemoult.com/everything-need-know-meditation-lisa-forde/

